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D Residence
Kitchen Design

Process
The entire kitchen was removed.
All new electrical wiring brought
up for the new recessed lighting,
GFIC outlets, and under-cabinet
lighting. The sink was relocated
and all plumbing was updated.
The ceiling was redrywalled to
match the family room ceiling.
New flooring throughout. New
custom cabinetry and crown
molding installed.

Materials
Custom Maple wood
cabinetry, Quartz
Organic White counters,
Vitra Art frosted glass
mosaic tile, Oggetta
Luce Amore custom
pendants, custom wall
unit also in Maple wood.
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Working hand in hand with
the homeowner and their love
for Shaker style made this
remodeling a true work of
hand craftsmanship and talent.
Everything was removed,
electrical upgrades and the
plumbing upgrades were
completed. Beams on the
ceiling removed then new
drywall applied. All trim hand
made by the owner and hand
painted a true Shaker color,
then carefully installed. A true
masterpiece and labor of love.
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Materials
Custom Maple wood
cabinetry, Elegant
Corian tops, and range
splash. Porcelain wall
tile brick set. Counter
depth refrigerator,
and all new stainless
steel appliances
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Kitchen Design
Process
Opening up the kitchen
allowed more light from the
open family room. The Rustic
Alder cabinetry matched the
ceiling beams in the family
room and the backsplash tile
and glass complemented the
dual open fireplace also in
the family room. The hardwood
floor was patched due to foot
print changes then refinished
by homeowner. A gorgeous
kitchen for the home chef be
proud of and enjoy
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Custom Rustic Alder wood
cabinetry. Quartz counter tops
with an undermount stainless
steel sink, glass and ceramic
tile on the backsplash, all new
appliances including dual fuel
range, a second convention
built-in oven, and a convection
microhood making this kitchen
a chef ’s delight.
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Process
We removed the existing
floor to ceiling brick facing
and hearth. Repaired the
dry wall. Installed the remote
controlled fireplace insert.
Built the Maple wood custom
mantel. Installed the new
hearth and stone. Installed
the new glass and ceramic
facing. Painted the new
custom mantel an accent
color. Primed the wall and
painted for a new up to date
finished look.

Materials
New direct vent gas insert
fireplace with remote control
and blower fan. Ledgestone
on the raised hearth, glass and
ceramic tile facing. Custom
made Maple wood mantel.

Fireplace Design
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Bathroom Design
Materials
Grandeur porcelain 8 1⁄2 x 17 tile with matching
porcelain chair rail and trim. Stone and Pewter
Accents glass tile, Quartz baseboards, custom
Cherrywood cabinetry, custom granite top, rain
shower and adjustable hand held, Toto dual
flush commode, treated glass custom frameless
shower doors.

Process
Precision and attention to detail was required to create this oasis. Minimal
cut tiles, precise placement of accessories and easy maintenance. Converting
the hinge door to a pocket door almost doubled the visual space and
made using this bathroom mush easier. Showering is now relaxing,
delightful and beautiful.
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Process

Bathroom Design

The existing bathroom was
removed as well as part of the
linen closet return wall to enlarge
the bathroom as much as possible.
The 18" deep vanities at the 341⁄2"
height added more visual space
to this room. The drawers
on the bottom of the vanities
gave additional storage. Using
dura ceramic flooring gave
the appearance of ceramic tile
without the coldness to the feet.
Maintenance free and durability
equals a bathroom for a lifetime.

Materials
Custom made cultured granite
panels both smooth and tile
pattern, trim, seat and base. Oil
rubbed bronze finish on faucetry,
safety bar and accessories, custom
Cherrywood cabinetry, Corian top
and integral bowls, custom beveled
mirror, frameless bronze finished
shower doors.
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Accessiblity
Accessible Design
Accessible design creates environments in which people with
disabilities can move around freely. I believe in the importance
of design that lets people easily access and enjoy space that
they interact in regardless of any disability.
Roll-in shower

Roll-up sink

Roll-up Vanity

Sometimes lifting ones foot and leg 4"
to 6" to enter a traditional shower stall
is impossible. When that challenge
occurs, it’s time for a curbless entry, an
ADA approved lift up padded seat and
wonderful ADA safety bars to relieve
strain on the care provider and user.

Elegance and style can be found in
accessibility. This roll-up sink features
pipes that are covered with a shroud to
protect the seated person from burns.
The single handle faucet can work by
touch or by using the lever. The mirror
can tilt up or down to satisfy the needs
of both standing users and seated users.

Having a double bowl sink with one
standing user and one seated user may
seem problematic, however, by removing
the extra sink base cabinet and drawer base
cabinet, creating an end panel and installing
bracing at the wall, a seated user may now
use their side of the vanity. The plumbing
for the sink and faucet was moved back to
the wall for safe and easy use.

Accessiblity
Accessible Design
Process
When working with specialized
remodeling safety is the number
one priority. Each job is completed
according to the individual’s
needs. Shown is a home therapy
room with pads on the walls and
drop soffit, rubberized floor tiles
to soften falls, lexan shower doors
for protection in case there is a fall,
ADA approved safety bars and
a hand held shower. Also shown
is a “small cave” room to help
with calming needs.
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